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< p > Scott & middot; Fogg Hill broke the 1939 to create the most years continuous cycling mileage record, picture: copyright:Ian
Dille< p > is when he was trying to break in a ride for the longest mileage record two days before, the nickname "Tarzan" Kurt &
middot; Hill Fogg (Kurt Searvogel) are located along the Florida Tampa suburbs Flatwoods Park seven miles long and winding road
riding in the dark. Bicycle headlights light lit up on both sides of the tall pines. Through a stream, a hawk swooped down in front of him
across the road. A deer looking at the forest. The wild boar wandering in the bushes. for Tarzan, this is a good day, his energy is very
abundant. In the five or six volunteer guides help, he in the last 12 hours to more than 20 miles per hour speed riding a this late in
total, he has to complete a 240 mile range. The previous day, he rode the 221 miles. Again the day before the ride 226 miles. < p >
after 11 months zero 3 weeks near continuous 200 miles a day of riding, he welcomed the break this maintained the 75 year old
record file export - the years of continuous cycling mileage record (the highest annual mileage record, Ham 'R). He was 75065 miles
away from the record left 320 miles to become the new HAM 'R record holder. For Tarzan, this means that almost one and a half days
of riding. < p > the sky is so pure, warm temperature, however, for used in bicycle forgive him, the record is readily available did not
feel the slightest anxiety and exhaustion, even surprisingly calm. "Why should I do that?" Hill Fogg calmly said loudly. "Because I must
realize, perhaps. Because people say this is not possible." he always felt he could break the record. He thinks it is a mathematical
problem: how to ride him, he wants to ride fast, and also have time to eat and sleep? Hill Figg, a software engineer, always love
mathematics. but when he is getting closer and closer to breaking the record, he finds a year long quest to the higher, perhaps even
more important goals. He found that he inspired people. "I have a gift, I guess," he said, "I can ride very far, very fast. That's the way I
share the gift." < p > in his wife and the only challenge supporters Alicia & middot; Fogg hill, he decided to challenge the last six
weeks of the time in the residence is located in the park Flatwoods outside. The park has a wide, flat road. A tall pine tree can keep
him from riding on the wind. He didn't want to run the risk of being hit by a car on the open road. A large number of chain restaurants
are opposite the park.
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